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Ufc 253 odds mybookie

UFC 253 is holding espn+ and Pay Per View screens on September 26 this year with some high-flying action on tap. With the main fight between power striker Paulo Costa and Israeli champion Adesanya, fans can and should expect a great performance. Is this just one of the UFC fight cards with big main events and
mediocre fights all over the other cards? There's no chance. The rest of the cards have action with names like Dominick Reyes, Jan Blachowicz, Claudia Gadelha, and even appearances from Diego The Nightmare Sanchez. If you're wondering who's on the UFC 253 fight card, what time does UFC 253 start, how to
watch UFC 253, or even how to bet on UFC 253 for real money, stay on. Where to Bet on UFC 253 If you are eager to get into real money UFC 253 betting action, you do not need to board a plane and fly to the UAE or to Vegas. The best UFC 253 betting sites let you bet on each fight on the main card and undercard. If
you think you have a good idea of who's coming out of that cage with your hands up — you can turn that knowledge into cold, hard cash. How to Watch UFC 253 Date: September 26, Location 2020: UFC Fight Island in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, United Arab Emirates Main Card Start Time (UAE) : 22:00 EST, 19:00 PDT
Introductory Card Start Time: 8:00pm EST, 17:00 PDT UFC 253 Channel: Prelims on ESPN and ESPN+, Main Card available for PPV purchase on ESPN+ Price: Preslims, Main Card is $64.99 for ESPN+ subscribers or $84.98 for UFC 253 and annual pass to ESPN+ The Full UFC 253 Fight Card Israel Adesanya vs.
Paulo Costa Dominick Reyes vs Jan Blachowicz Kai Kara France vs Brandon Royval Ketlen Vieira vs Sijara Eubanks Hakeen Dawodu vs Zubaira Tukhugov Brad Riddell vs Alex Da Silva Diego Sanchez vs Jake Matthews Shane Young vs Ludovit Klein William Knight vs Aleksa Camur Juan Espino vs Jeff Marques
Claudia Gadelha vs Yan Xiaonan – CANCELLED Ketlen Vieira vs Marion Reneau – CANCEL Shane Young vs Nate Landwehr – BATALkan Storyline at UFC 253 After personal issues , Jon Jones has officially vacated his title in the light heavyweight division. The main fight with UFC 253 between Dominick Reyes and
Jan Blachowicz will crown a new champion. The main event between Israel Adesanya and Paulo Costa is not only a title fight, but is expected to be one of the most action-packed fights of the year. And if you remember every fighter's last defeat —no, they're both undefeated. Someone walked away with their first defeat
at UFC 253. It will be interesting to see how City Kickboxing exits New Zealand at UFC 253. The fight camp made the big trip across the pond with three fighters on the cards - Brad Riddell, Kai Kara France, and Shane Young. UFC 253 Betting Odds Below, you'll find new UFC 253 betting odds Released. Keep in mind
that you may be able to find better odds, depending on where you look to bet. The best advice we can give you is multiple betting sites UFC 253 to get the best odds for the bets you want to make. Israel Adesanya Comparison Odds -186 Paulo Costa +161 Dominick Reyes Odds Comparison -258 Jan Blachowicz +218
French Kai Kara Odds Comparison -230 Brandon Royval +195 Odds Comparison Ketlen Vieira -185 Sijara Eubanks +160 Hakeen Dawodu Comparison Odds +115 Zubaira Tukhugov -135 Brad Riddell Comparison Odds -305 Alex Da Silva +255 Diego Sanchez Odds Comparison +550 Jake Matthews -750 Shane
Young Odds Comparison -102 Ludovit Klein -118 William Knight Odds Comparison +130 Aleksa Camur -150 Juan Espino Comparison Odds -284 Jeff Hughes +244 Odds Comparison Khadis Ibragimov -170 Danilo Marques +145 Odds Drawn From Our Top 253 UFC Betting Sites September 25, 2020 Betway 22Bet
Spin Sports 10Bet Guts Sports Key Detail UFC 253 Bettors Want to Know Whether you just want to be a more educated fan or you want to bet on UFC 253 for real money , there are some key details about each fighter you want to know. Below, we've broken things down to get you early on your bets. Adesanya's Israeli
Professional Record (-186): Nickname 19-0-0: Last Stylebender Of: Nigerian Fight Camp: City Kickboxing Last Fight: Win - Unanimous Decision vs. Yoel Romero Professional Record - Mar. 7, 2020: Robert Whittaker, Anderson Silva, Derek Brunson Paulo Costa (+161) Professional Record: 13-0-0 Nickname: Eraser Of:
Brazilian Fight Camp: Tim Borracha Last Fight: Unanimous Decision vs Yoel Romero - August 17, 2019 Important Wins: John Hendriycks, John Hendriycks, John Hendriycks Uriah Hall Dominick Reyes vs Jan Blachowicz Dominick Reyes (-258): Nickname 12-1-0: The Devastator From: California, USA Fight Camp: Cage
Combat Academy Last Fight: Loss – Unanimous decision vs. Jon Jones - Feb. 8, 2020 Important Victory: Chris Weidman, Ovince St. Preux Jan Blachowicz (+218) Professional Record: 26-8-0 Nickname: NA From: Poland Fight Camp: WCA Fight Team Last Fight : Win – KO vs Corey Anderson – Feb. 15, 2020 Important
Victory: Rinaldo Souza, Luke Rockhold Kai Kara France Professional Record (-230) : Nickname 21-8-0: Don't Blink From: New Zealand Fight Camp: City Kickboxing Last Game: Win - Decision vs. Tyson Nam - Feb. 2020 Brandon Royval (+195) Professional Record: 11-4-0 Nickname: Raw Dawg From: Colorado, USA
Fight Camp: Factory X Last Fight: Win - Submission vs Tim Elliot - May 30, 2020 To Professional RecordTlen Vieira vs Sijara Eubanks Ketlen Vieira (-185) : 10-1-0 Nickname: Fenômeno From: Brazil Fight Camp: Nova União Last Fight: Lost – KO/TKO · R1 vs. Irene Aldana – Dec. 14, 2019 Important Wins: Cat Zingano,
Sara McMann, Ashlee Evans-Smith Sijara Eubanks (+160) Professional Record: 6-4-0 Nickname: SarJ From: United States Fight Camp: Mark Henry Boxing/NCMMA Last: Win - Decision · R3 vs. Julia Avila – Sept. 12, 2020 Important Wins: Sarah Moras, Roxanne Modafferi, Lauren Murphy Brad Riddell vs Alex Da Silva
Brad Riddell (-305) Professional Record: 8-1-0 Nickname: Earthquake From: New Zealand Fight City Kickboxing Final Fight: Win – Split Vs Magomed Mustafaev Decision – Feb. 23, 2020 Alex Da Silva Professional Record (+255) : 21-2-0 Nickname: Leko From: Brazil Fight Camp: Astra Fight Team Last Fight: Win –
Unanimous decision vs. Rodrigo Vargas – August 10, 2019 Diego Sanchez (+550) Professional Record: 30-12-0 Nickname: Nightmare From: New Mexico, USA Fight Camp: Jackson Wink MMA Last Fight: Win - DQ from an illegal knee vs. Michel Pereira - Feb. 15, Important Wins 2020: Mickey Gall, Jim Miller, Ross
Pearson, Clay Guida Jake Matthews (-750) Professional Record: Nickname 16-4-0: Celtic Boys From: Australia Fight Camp: Nexus Last Fight: Win – Unanimous Decision vs Emil Meek – Feb 23, 2020 Important Victory: Rostem Akman, Shinsho Anzai Shane Young vs Nate Landwehr Shane Young (-102) Professional
Record : Nickname 13-4-0: Sugar From: New Zealand Fight Camp: City Kickboxing Last Fight: Win - Unanimous decision vs Austin Arnett - Feb. 9, 2019 Ludovit Klein (-118) Professional Record: 16-2-0 Nickname: N/A From: Slovakian Fight Camp: N/A Last Fight: Win - TKO vs. Lukasz Sajewski – Feb 15, 2020 Juan
Espino vs. Jeff Hughes Juan Espino (-284) Professional Record: 9-1-0 Nickname: El Guapo From: Spanish Fight Camp: America's Top Team Last Game: Win – Straight Armlock vs. Justin Frazier - Nov. 30, 2018 Jeff Hughes (+244) Professional Record: 0-3-0, 1 NC Nickname: Lights Out From: United States Fight
Camp: Last Fight Force Fight Team: Lost – Unanimous Decision vs Raphael Pessoa – Oct 26, 2019 Khadis Ibragimov (-170) Professional Record: 8-3-0 Nickname: N/A From: Russia Fight Camp : Sambo-Piter Final Fight: Lost - Knee to the Ground &amp; Pound vs. Roman Dolidze - Jul. 18, 2020 Danilo Marques (+145)
Professional Record: 9-2-0 Nickname: N/A From: Brazilian Fight Camp: Vila da Luta Last Fight: Win - Unanimous Decision vs Cleiton Caetano - Feb. 18, 2018 Latest UFC 253 News, Betting Tips, and More Planning on betting on UFC 253 Here are some resources that might help! Below you will find various articles on
UFC betting strategies, UFC event predictions, the best real money UFC 253 betting sites, and many other pointers to help you get the most out of betting on UFC 253. UFC Betting News MMA Betting Blogs Additional Resources for UFC 253 Betting Online More Upcoming UFC Events UFC 254 Betting Guide UFC 255



Betting Guide UFC 256 Betting Guide Choosing your favorite storyline for Saturday's welterweight title fight between Israel Adesanya and Paulo Costa: someone 0 should go. It's a legitimate grudge match between two dudes who really don't like each other. We've got an elite kickboxer going up against a fearless
smashing machine. Adesanya could use an interesting memo after putting up an absolute snoozefest against Romero - fans still About that one. The good news is that Costa would love to oblige. In fact, the Brazilian has gone to great lengths to get the Kiwis into a fight. We already know that the champion has social
media games, but Costa is surprisingly impressive in the area even though English is not his first language. It's expert-level trolling (skip to the 3-minute mark): Adesanya is too smart and too good to get into the slugfest, but Costa will line up going forward at all times. That's what makes this fight so much fun. In the joint
main event, Dominick Reyes and Jan Blachowicz set out for an empty light heavyweight title a.k.a. Jon Jones pieces. That's not the most flattering way to frame a championship comparison, but that doesn't mean it's not true. But this is not a deep division at all, so anyone who walks out of #andnew the opportunity to
build on their own legacy. Dominick Reyes is a heavy favorite in online sports books, and he has the young and physical talent to be a special fighter in his own right. As always, the UFC's BookMaker.eu also offers plenty of great online betting options for both title fights. Let's take a deeper look and crack the best bets.
LAST!  @Stylebender vs  @BorrachinhaMMA  @DomReyes vs  @JanBlachowicz. (LIVE on ESPN+ PPV: ] pic.twitter.com/jiDO889Lup- UFC (@ufc) September 22, 2020Israel Adesanya -160 vs Paulo Costa +127Fight goes/doesn't go to a decision: +165 / -215Bet It: Adesanya to win at -
160This is a stylistic comparison that plays directly to Adesanya's strengths as a counterstriker. When opponents try to force trouble against him, things don't go well. Brad Tavares tried to press it and set it up. Derek Brunson swore to heaven high that he would drag a skinny Adesanya to the ground and be knocked out
in the round. Robert Whittaker thought the fight would work and didn't last two rounds. Kelvin Gastelum had some success in the pocket, but was dropped three times in the fifth round after Adesanya caught his time. Costa's entire identity smashes dudes into submission - just look how jacked up he is. Not only does he
have the power of a one-hitter quitter, Costa is completely fearless. We're still stunned that he has the cojones to walk down Yoel freakin' Romero. One doesn't just... Walk down Romero. It makes it a lot of fun to watch, but it will also be his downfall. Before Adesanya became an MMA pro fighter, he was already a special
kickboxer. It's going to be a standup battle (no one's trying to takedown inside the octagon), and we're going to lean on Adesanya every time in that scenario. Costa's frame and highlight rolls keep the line competitive, and we recommend you take advantage of the champion's affordable price. Dominick Reyes -250 vs.
Jan Blachowicz +194Fight goes/not go to decision: +170 / -230Solid Pick: Reyes to win at -245It's not a cheap pick, but it's the right one. Reyes brings advantages that can't be ignored. Physically, he is only 30 years old compared to 37-year-old Blachowicz. He's two inches taller at 6'4. A former football star, The
Devastator is an incredible athlete who fell just shy of reaching the NFL. He is is bigger, faster and more explosive than his opponent. We're not sure where Blachowicz can tilt this fight for his own good. Pole is a more experienced grappler, but doesn't have the wrestling to knock Reyes down. His jab was criminally
underestimated and basically everything he needed to best blast Jared Cannonnier - but it wasn't enough to overcome his high and speed loss. Only a fool would underestimate a man who has won seven of his last eight, but Blachowicz never really seemed to scare anyone, and there are good reasons for that. Plus, it
feels like Reyes time. There are a lot of people out there who feel like he deserves a win over Jon Jones. Take a minute to think about that last sentence: Reyes and well enough to go toe to toe with MMA GOAT. You can't say that about Blachowicz. Solid Pick: Fight goes to the +170 decisionWe just spent the last few
paragraphs praising Reyes, but his opponent is by no way a scrub. He was knocked out by Thiago Santos in 2019, but it marked the first time Blachowicz had been suspended since 2011. As a smart veteran with all-around skills, the Pole will likely avoid taking too much damage and making it onto the scorecard.
Scorecard.
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